Editorials
political goodwill and financial provision from the centre, including adequate funding for research. 13 They will also depend
on the interest and creativity of all those working in the
community.
CHRISTOPHER DOWRICK
Senior lecturer, Department of General Practice, University of
Liverpool
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Controlling your vocabulary
A NEW year and a new feature in the Journal: at the end
of the summary for each paper is a list of keywords. This
idea is not new and has been used by many academic journals.
However, what is new is that the keywords used here are taken
from the Royal College of General Practitioners' GP-LIT
thesaurus, a list of keywords dedicated to general practice used
by the College's librarians to index material for GP-LIT. GPLIT is a computerized database, which was started in 1985,
dedicated to general practice and allied material.
A thesaurus is a structured list of approved terminology with
signposts (non-preferred terms) from words and phrases that cannot be used to those that can (preferred terms), for example
AGED use ELDERLY. This technique is called controlled
vocabulary, a method of controlling the words and phrases in
order to allow easier and more effective keywording (indexing)
and searching (retrieval) of records from catalogues, filing
systems, databases or other information systems. The example
most familiar in medicine is the medical subject headings
(MeSH) used to search the National Library of Medicine's
database, MedLine. 1-3
The alternative to using a controlled vocabulary is to use free
text searching. This means that to search a database, all the words
or phrases that describe a concept or object are thought of and
a search is undertaken using those words. Using the example
of a WASTE-PAPER BIN, this could involve searching for the
following words and phrases: BIN, WASTE-PAPER BIN,
WASTE-PAPER BASKET, DUSTBIN, TRASH CAN, GARBAGE CAN, and so on. This is inefficient and one can never
guarantee that all the alternatives have been thought of. A controlled vocabulary, however, allows efficient searching by selecting the term that will be used.
There are international standards4'5 and instructions6 for the
construction of thesauri and guides to indexing.7-9 A thesaurus
is structured around relationships - generic or hierarchical, and
associated. Generic relationships, indicated by either 'broader
term' or 'narrower term' are concepts or objects that are a species
or type of another concept or object. Associated relationships,
indicated by 'related term' are concepts or objects that are connected, but are not a species or type of another concept or object. As a simple example, MICE are a type of RODENT and
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therefore a narrower term of RODENT. A MOUSE-TRAP is
not a type of mouse but a method of pest control and is therefore
a related term of MICE but a narrower term of PEST CONTROL METHODS. Generic relationships in thesauri can also
be constructed by the creation of hierarchical tree structures.
On the printed page these look similar to a classification of
diseases.
The Royal College of General Practitioners has been collecting literature on general practice since the late 1950s and is a
unique source of information. Before the computerized database,
GP-LIT, was started in 1985, bibliographical records were created
for a card catalogue, and it is hoped to transfer these records
onto the new database. GP-LIT currently contains over 20 000
bibliographical records of books, pamphlets, articles and
chapters from the world's literature. A thesaurus of appropriate
terminology, the GP-LIT thesaurus, which was begun at the same
time to keyword (index) these records, now stands at approximately 5000 words and phrases (preferred terms) and 1500
signposts (non-preferred terms).
GP-LIT and the GP-LIT thesaurus are complementary to existing commercially available datibases and thesauri in both content and terminology. The keywords used reflect the concerns
of general practice, especially as practised in the United
Kingdom, and therefore activities such as consultation, referral, audit and practice organization are well represented. For example, to search for material about referral using MedLine, the
keywords that could be used are FAMILY PRACTICE together
with REFERRAL AND CONSULTATION; after this one would
have to employ a free text search. The GP-LIT thesaurus,
however, contains over 20 keywords and phrases connected with
the activities of referral and consultation.
Many general practitioners have their own collections of
literature and all training practices must now have a library. As
these collections grow, the need to organize and retrieve this
material becomes more important and Margaret Hammond, in
her book The practice library,'0 describes how to do this.
Advances in computer technology have made personal and
general practice computer systems a reality for many general
practitioners and they may be tempted to record details of such
collections on a computer database. Once recorded, such infor3
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mation needs to be retrieved. To enable such a system to work
uniformly and consistently, a list of approved keywords for searching is of paramount importance. Diseases on medical records
are coded using a classification of diseases, and bibliographical
records use a controlled vocabulary of natural language - a
thesaurus.
The Journal is keywording its papers to assist speedy assimilation of key concepts of articles, and to suggest keywords for the
material if entered into personal databases. It is hoped that this
will be of value to general practitioners and members of the
primary health care team in both their professional reading and
in the creation of databases of personal and practice literature.
ANN MASON
Assistant librarian, Royal College of General Practitioners
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Doctors on the Move (Occasional Paper 7)
Describes a revolutionary method of organizing a general practice
whereby doctors and nurses move from patient to patient instead of
following traditional consulting room patterns.
£3.00

*Practice Information Booklets
Written largely by the College's Patient Liaison Group, this folder has
many useful suggestions for the content and presentation of patient
information booklets, together with a useful section on the constraints
of advertising.
£6.00 (£7.00 non-members)

Computers in Primary Care (Occasional Paper 13)
This report from an RCGP working party describes current and future
possibilities for computerizing aspects of care in general practice. £3.00

Trends in General Practice Computing
Covers computerized prescribing, office systems, computers in the

consulting room, attitudes of patients and future developments. An easy-

to-read introduction to the subject with plenty to offer those already
committed.
£12.50

A
Management in Practice
Produced jointly by the RCGP and MSD Foundation, the package consists
of a video and supporting course book. It is the first management video
that has been specifically designed for use in general practice by all
members of the primary care team. A diabetes mini-clinic is used to
illustrate the management problems that can result when new initiatives
are not properly thought through.
£19.50* (additional course books £4.50)
We Need a Practice Manager
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Age/Sex Registers
Age/Sex
Registers

Describes the different types of register, their functions and applications,
and how to construct and operate one. Suggestions are made on more
advanced registers, and computer applications.
£3.00 (£4.00 non-members)

Entering General Practice

The second package in the series produced by the RCGP and MSD
Foundation. It deals with the process leading to the appointment of a
practice manager. The principles demonstrated are relevant to the
recruitment of all members of the practice team.
£24.95* (additional course books £6.50)
*£35.00 if ordered together

Who Killed Susan Thompson?
Set in a fictional four doctor partnership in an English market town, this

Describes most aspects of entry to general practice for trainees and
young GPs, including how to present a CV, how applicants may be
assessed by a practice, and how they should assess a practice. There
are monographs to help women GPs in full time practice or job
sharing.
£6.00 (£7.00 non-members)

video demonstrates the link between individual clinical competence and
medical audit.
£30.00 (additional course books £5.00)
*

Appointment Systems

A range of medical record cards and other items are available, including:
age-sex register cards, menstruation cards, pink summary cards,
obstetric cards, medical summary problem orientated cards (BD1), family
and personal history cards (BD2A), drug treatment cards (BD3A), repeat
prescription cards (BD3B), flow sheets (BD4), patient questionnaires,
pre-school record cards, personal history cards. Prices on request.

Based on the work of the original Practice Organization Committee of
Council, the folder covers the amount of time which should be provided
for each list size, different booking systems and common faults, together
with suggestions on how to adjust an appointment system which is not
working properly.
£5.00 (£6.00 non-members)
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All the above can be obtained from the Sales Office, Royal College of General Practitioners, 14 Princes Gate, London SW7 1PU (Enquiries, Tel: 071-823
9698). Prices include postage. Cheques should be made payable to RCGP Enterprises Ltd. Access and Visa welcome (Tel: 071-225 3048, 24 hours).
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